


6 different Common Core aligned print & play games to help students practice counting, 
comparing, and using money. The only tools you will ever need for these games are things 
you find in your classroom already: dice, a pencil, paperclips, crayons & some sort of cube 

or counter.

• Collect the Most (count and compare coins)
• Roll a Dollar (counting money)

• Roll & Count (counting and writing money)
• Make a Dollar (how much more to make a dollar?)
• Spin & Exchange (exchanging coins of equal amounts)
• Roll & Buy (can I purchase this? making change)

All games are in black and white so you can just print & play! 
No prep needed!



I don’t know about your students, but mine LOVE to play games & how could you 
blame them?! These games are the perfect way to have your students practice skills 
they’ve already learned to help their fluency. This is also a great time for you, as the 

teacher, to walk around and check in with students and offer help as needed. As 
students are engaged in their games you can also pull students in small groups for 

some guided practice or intervention.

I made each of these games with EASE in mind. With the same game formats and 
tools you already have in your classroom, these games make life easy! I will usually 

have my students meet in a circle on the rug while I show them how to play the game. 
Once they know how, simply print one of the pages and let students play!

There are 6 different games of varying difficulty included in this unit that cover 
different measurement skills.



For this game you will need:
Spinner Sheet

Pencil
Paper clip

Piggy Banks & play coins

Directions:
Students will take turns spinning the 

spinner 5 times. Each time they spin, they 
will collect the coin(s) they landed on and 

put it in their piggy bank. 

At the end of 5 spins, students count up 
and record in the chart who has collected 

the most money. That student wins!

Students can play up to 10 rounds on their 
recording sheet. There are two different 

boards for students to play with!



For this game you will need:
Game board

2 cubes as game pieces
1 die

Play coins

Directions:
Students will roll a die and move that 

many spaces. Every time a student lands 
on a space, they will take that coin and 

add it to their pile.

Students will need to keep track of how 
much money they are collecting 

throughout the game because the first 
player to reach $1.00 wins!

If a student reaches the end space 
without either of them collecting $1, they 

go back to start and keep rolling!



For this game you will need:
1 die

Gameboard
crayons

Directions:
Students will roll a die and find that column. 
Students will look at the coins in the first 

empty box, count how much money is there 
and record it inside the box.

Students will continue rolling and counting 
and work together to complete the entire 

page.

If either student rolls a number and there 
are no more available boxes – their turn is 

skipped!

Board A – same coins
Board B – mixed coins



For this game you will need:
2 dice

Game boards

Directions:
Students will take turns rolling 2 dice and 

finding the sum. They will find that number 
on their half of the board and find out how 
much more money they need to make one 

dollar.

Students go back and forth until one player 
completes their side first – that player 

wins! If a student rolls a number that is no 
longer available, their turn is skipped.

You can have students complete the boxes 
by drawing the coins they would need to 
make $1 or just writing the total amount: 

75¢  or 



For this game you will need:
Pencil and paperclip (or a spinner)

2 different color crayons

Directions:
Students will take turns spinning the 

spinner and counting how much money 
they landed on. They will need to 

“exchange” those coins with an equal 
amount in the grid. 

When they find a different, but equal 
way to make that amount, students will 

color that box in the grid. Students 
continue spinning and exchanging until 

there are no more boxes left to color in.

If a student spins and there is no equal 
box to color in, their turn is skipped. 
Whoever colored the most boxes in, 

wins!



For this game you will need:
1 die

worksheet

Directions:
Students will take turns rolling the die and 

identifying the amount shown in the 
numbered grid on the left. Once they have 
identified that amount, they will look on the 
right grid to find something they can buy 

with their money.

Students can only buy ONE item per turn 
and the item has to be equal to or less than 

the amount they rolled. 

An extension of this game can be for 
students to figure out the change they 
receive back if they have more than the 

item they choose to buy. Students continue 
rolling and buying until all boxes are colored 

in. Whoever colors the most, wins!
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